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                      Contact the NSPCC Helpline



                      
                          You can contact the NSPCC Helpline by calling 0808 800 5000, emailing [email protected] or completing our report abuse online form.

Due to an increase in demand across our service, our voice Helpline is currently available 10am–8pm Monday to Friday. You can still email [email protected] or complete our report abuse online form at any time for free. You don’t have to say who you are. 

If you think a child is in immediate danger, please call the police on 999 straight away.
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                      18 or under?



                      
                          Childline offers free, confidential advice and support whatever your worry, whenever you need help.
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                                                                    Online games

                                        Understand the risks and get advice to help children play online games safely.


                            


                        


                    


                

            


        

    



                            


                








    


    Understanding online games



Online games can be a great way for children and young people to keep busy and stay in touch with friends and family, but it’s important that they play safely.

Things to consider if your child games online:

	age ratings of games they play
	messaging and contact functions on the games
	in-game purchases
	trolling, griefing and scams
	how to report problems
	where they can get further support.


Also, if you have more than one child in your home, be aware that games suitable for one child to play or watch, may not be suitable for another.






    


    



    
        
            
                What are online games?

                
            
        

    






    

        

            
Games can be generally split into different types:

	simple, short games like Candy Crush or Angry Birds;
	creative games, solving puzzles or building worlds such as Minecraft;
	games that need strategy and skill to play, like chess;
	adventure games that explore different worlds and conflicts such as Fortnite or Call of Duty.


Many games can be a combination of types as well as having other features, like the ability to interact and communicate with others. As well as interacting, players can share content, purchase in-game items, create their own games within the game and so much more.

            


        


    


    






    
        
            
                How are online games played?

                
            
        

    






    

        

            
Children can play games on consoles, apps or websites, mobiles, tablets, PCs, or through smart speakers and virtual reality headsets. They can also chat to other players using messaging platforms for gamers, or watch livestreams of well-known gamers.

Gaming has always been a popular activity, particularly with children and young people, but not only are games very different now, so are the devices they’re  played on, ranging from gaming consoles, PC’s, phones, tablets, smart watches, smart speakers, virtual reality headsets and others.

            


        


    


    






    
        
            
                Why do young people play online games?

                
            
        

    






    

        

            
Games are more accessible than ever before. The huge range of games means there’s something for everyone. The reasons why they play online games and which games they play will change over time.

Some reasons include:

	Gaming can be social, when children play together on the same team, or play against each other. There are also location-based games which encourage players to go outside and explore, such as Pokemon Go and Wizards Unite.
	Using social media apps like Discord to connect with others within public and private servers (chat rooms).
	A sense of achievement for competition and advancement, and sharing achievements within the game and social media.
	Role playing, exploration or escapism
	Watching videos on YouTube for tips and tricks, developing their own gaming skills or even creating their own gaming videos.
	Entertainment - games are designed to be entertaining and can be fun and engaging for young people.


            


        


    


    




    















    




    

        What are the risks of online gaming?


    



    
        
            
                Being bullied

                
            
        

    






    

        

            
Children can be bullied for not playing a specific game, or have FOMO. They may be deliberately excluded from a game by their friends, or criticised for how they play. Other players may swear or use abusive language over voice chat, and this can be upsetting for your child.

If your child is experiencing bullying in online games, tell them they can talk to you or contact Childline and show them the blocking and reporting functions in a game, so they can prevent bullies from contacting them.

            


        


    


    






    
        
            
                Trolling, griefing and scams

                
            
        

    






    

        

            
Griefers are gamers who deliberately try to ruin the game for other players. This can also be called trolling. Players may also try to trick or scam young people into giving up 'skins' or other in-game items by offering them money or by hacking their account. Skins are a cosmetic feature that let players personalise their character and in-game items, they can be extremely rare and valuable so losing them can be upsetting for a child.

            


        


    


    






    
        
            
                In-game purchases

                
            
        

    






    

        

            
Some games cost money to download, or players need to buy credits or items so they can keep playing. Many free games are designed to make the player want to continue but need payments to make this possible, which can be very frustrating. We suggest not storing payment card details on devices or in apps, to prevent charges building up.

            


        


    


    






    
        
            
                Talking to people they don't know

                
            
        

    






    

        

            
Some games are designed to be played in teams or against other people, and sometimes players can be based in different locations. Young people can easily play with people they don’t know and haven’t met, communicating using voice, video or text chat.

Young people can also use other platforms, like Discord and Reddit, to learn tips about the games they play and speak to other players with similar interests. Many popular games have official channels with thousands of members. This puts young people at risk of grooming or online forms of abuse, along with the risk of moving the conversation to other platforms or meeting up offline.  You should be aware of this across all online activity. 

            


        


    


    




    










    


    Tips for keeping children safe while gaming online

If you’re not a gamer, all the devices, the features, the interconnectivity with other games and apps can quickly become overwhelming so here are some helpful tips to help keep children safe while gaming online.






    


    



    
        
            
                Check the game's content

                
            
        

    






    

        

            
Most games have an age rating based on their themes those with violent and sexual content will have a higher rating. The age rating system is provided by PEGI and gives an overview of individual games which can help you to decide if it's appropriate. These ratings don't include communication features, so a game with a low age rating may let children speak to people they don't know.
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Some games let players turn off communications features, mute voice chat and report other players who behave inappropriately.  Look at the settings available to see what’s best for your child.

All major games consoles have settings that prevent children from finding inappropriate games. You can set limits on how long a young person can play and prevent them from speaking to unknown players. It's a good idea to explore these settings before your child plays the game.

            


        


    


    






    
        
            
                Talk to your child regularly

                
            
        

    






    

        

            
Talk to your child about staying safe online, take an interest in the games they're playing and see if you can play them together and agree which ones are appropriate.

If you're going to set limits on the amount of time a child can spend playing games, make sure these are clear and that you agree them together. You could try agreeing the number of rounds your child plays instead of a length of time.

Take time to play games with your children so that you can understand the features. You can find out if there is anything concerning you need to be aware of, or safety features or parental controls which should be enabled.

	Ask why they like playing the game?
	Discuss who they’re playing with. Do they know everyone on their contact or friends list? Explain that conversations should only be about the game, and if someone starts asking them other questions or suggests they speak using another app they should tell you or an adult they trust.
	Talk to them about what they’re sharing. Use examples that are easy for them to understand, such as “You shouldn’t give your number or any other personal information to somebody you don’t know on the street. Is somebody online you don’t know any different?”
	Discuss in-game purchases with your child. These can be really enticing, it’s important to discuss that small amounts of money can add up very quickly. If you do allow your child to purchase items within the game discuss limits or set up their device so that purchases are turned off.


            


        


    


    






    
        
            
                Make a family agreement

                
            
        

    






    

        

            
Consider creating a Family Agreement to establish some rules, which would include screen time or game-playing time. Remember that many games take a very long time to play and not all have regular ‘save points’. This can be very frustrating for a child who has spent a long time trying to get to a new level only to be called down for dinner. Give them fair warning, e.g. 20 minutes then 10 minutes.

Complete our Family Agreement online, or print out to fill in.

            


        


    


    




    

















        Need advice about online safety?

    If you’re stuck, not sure what to do, or if you’re worried about your child, you can also contact our trained helpline counsellors on 0808 800 5000.

Childline also has lots of information about online and mobile safety that will help you and your child.




    


    Deciding if a game is appropriate

There are four main things that you can consider to help you decide if a game's appropriate for your child to play:

Check the content of the game and any chat function: 
Content within games is regulated and rated into age groups based on elements within the game such as sex, violence, gambling, drugs, in-app purchases etc. There are lots of different age ratings around the world, such as PEGI used in the UK. Always check the age rating to help you decide to allow your child to download or play a game - this is normally visible next to the game title within gaming and app stores.

Consider who your child could have contact with whilst using the game:
Consider any communication channels and if there are settings to turn off or limit chat functions. There can be different types of communications, e.g. group chat or private chat.

Communication in a game can increase the risk of bullying (sometimes referred to as being ‘griefed’ within gaming), being contacted by people they don’t know and potentially groomed or exploited. Many games have a means of communication which includes private messaging and private chat. Look out for:

	words like ‘whisper’ or ‘private’ next to messages if your child is playing in multiplayer games (especially if they are playing with people they don’t know offline)
	and any suggestion of taking the conversation to other messaging platforms.


Does the game affect your child's behaviour?
The behaviour of your child could be affected by some games, it can include bullying or ‘griefing’ others, trolling or other inappropriate behaviour. Very intensive games can result in short-term bad behaviour such as poor temper or ‘ragequitting’, which is getting so upset they stop playing immediately.  Ensuring a game’s suitability can help, as can limiting playing time.

Does the game have in-app purchasing?
In-app purchases normally enhance the game or gameplay, for example skins (design of the character or weapon) or loot boxes (treasure chests, but you don’t always know what is in them). There can often be considerable pressure on children to be unique within their games (new skins) or to be better than others (purchasing power-ups).  You should consider settings to turn off in-app purchases, or set a spending limit on the device or app.

Children need to be aware of scams involving free in-game currency (e.g. V-Bucks in Fortnite, or Robux in Roblox). Scam text messages, forum posts and videos may have content advertising free in-game currency. But they’re often scams, designed to coax the player into revealing their gamer tag (username) and password in return for currency. This is known as a ‘phishing’ scam.

 












    
          
                  
                      


        
        
            
        
        


                  


              

                  
                      



                      
                          Help us make a difference

Whether it's volunteering for us, challenging yourself with an event or campaigning, there are lots of ways you can help us keep more children safe.
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                      Do you work or volunteer with children or families?



                      
                          Visit NSPCC Learning to find information and resources for teaching children about online safety and social media.

                      



              


                      Go to NSPCC Learning


          











    
            More online safety advice

        
        

    
          
                  
                      


        
        
            
        
        


                  


              

                  
                      Livestreaming and online video apps



                      
                          Advice to help you understand the risks and help keep your child safe.
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                      Inappropriate content



                      
                          Get advice on how to support your child if they've seen something online that's confused or upset them. 
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                      Parental controls



                      
                          Get advice on setting up parental controls on specific apps and devices.
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			Every childhood is worth fighting for

		

	


    

        

            
                Helplines

                
                    Help for adults concerned about a child
Call us on 0808 800 5000

Help for children and young people
Call Childline on 0800 1111

For supporter, donation and fundraising queries 
Call us on 020 7825 2505

                

            


            


            
                Links

                
                    	About us
	Keeping children safe
	Donate
	NSPCC Learning
	Online shop
	NSPCC comments & complaints policy
	Modern slavery statement
	 Manage Cookie Preferences 
	 Accessibility toolbar 






                

            


            


            
                Follow us

                
                    	Twitter
	Facebook
	LinkedIn
	YouTube


                

            


            


            
                The NSPCC

                
                    Weston House, 42 Curtain Road, London EC2A 3NH. Leading children's charity, incorporated by Royal Charter

Registered charity in England and Wales (216401), Scotland (SC037717) and Jersey (384).

                

            


            


            
                Copyright © 2024 NSPCC / All rights reserved. National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children.
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